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Chapter 3 
Introducing Hybrid Logics 

hybrid: n. an organism which is the offspring 
of a union between different races, 

species, genera or varieties. 

from "The Wordsworth Concise English Dictionary" 

3.1 On Naming 
There is an asymmetry at the heart of modal logic. Consider the definition of the classical 

O modality (see Definition 1.16): 

M,m lh Oip iff for some m' G M such that R(m, m') holds, M,m' lh ip. 

We see that formulas are evaluated at a given state in the model and that their truth 
values depend on the value of formulas in some other related states. And still, nothing 
in modal syntax gets to grips with the states themselves. States have no names, and no 
rights, even though they carry out the main trust of the work in defining the meaning 
of a modal language. 

In their simplest form, hybrid languages are modal languages which solve this "refer
ence problem" at the root, by introducing special symbols to explicitly name the states 
in the model. The beauty lies in the fact that these new symbols, which we call nomi-
nals, enter the stage gracefully: no big change is needed, simply add a new sort of atomic 
symbols NOM = {i, j , k,...} disjoint from the set PROP of propositional symbols and 
let them combine freely in formulas. For example 

0 ( i A p) A 0 ( i A q) -*• 0 ( p A q) (3.1) 

is a well formed formula. Now for the important twist: because nominals are supposed 
to explicitly stand for states in the model, they should be denoted by singleton sets. In 
other words, if i is a nominal, then i should be true at a unique point in any model M. 
Once we have taken this step, the whole landscape changes. For example. (3.1) becomes 
a validity: let M be a model, m € M and suppose M.m lh 0(i A p) A 0(i A q), then 

M.m' lh i A p for some fl-successor m' of m, and 

M, m" lh i A q for some .R-successor m" of m. 

But because i is a nominal, it is true at a unique point in M. Hence m' = m" and we 
have M,m lh 0 ( p A q). Notice that instead, if we change i for a propositional symbol 
r. the formula ( r A p ) A 0 ( r A q) -> 0 ( p A q) can be falsified. 

35 
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Once we have nominate, another interesting idea immediately suggests itself: win-
not introduce an operator that allows us to jump to the point named by a nominal? This 
is what the @tip (read "at i. <pn) formula does: it moves the point of evaluation to the 
state named by i and checks whether if is true there. ®np is Prior's T(i, ip) construct ('V 
is true at time i"), which he used to define his "third grade tense logics" [Prior, 1967]. 
It is also the Holds(i, ip) operator introduced in [Allen, 1984] for temporal representation 
in AI. The same operator is used in the "Topological Logic" of Rescher and Urquhart 
[1971]. 

The @ operator has many nice logical properties. For a start, it is a normal modal 
operator as it satisfies distributivity over -» (@i(tp -> 0) -» (@%ip _>. @tip)) and the 
necessitation rule (from h tp infer h @i<p). It is also self dual: @i¥> o - . © ^ is valid. 
But most importantly, it works as a bridge between semantics and syntax. The intuition 
here is the following connection 

M, w lb tp iff M IF- @iip, 

where i is a nominal naming w. In other words. © allows the satisfiability relation itself 
to be talked about in the object language. For this reason, © is sometimes called the 
satisfiability operator. 

Once we have realized the potential provided by direct reference to specific points 
in the model, the way lies open for further enrichments. The most obvious is to regard 
nominals not as names but as variables over individual states, and to add quantifiers. 
That is, we would be able to write formulas like 

<p:=Vy.Oy. 

The translation of <p into first-order logic is \/y.3z.(R(x, z)Az = y) or. simply. Vy.R(x, y), 
forcing m to be related to all other elements in the domain whenever M: m \V if. But'the 
V quantifier is too expressive for our purposes. As discussed in [Blackburn and Seligman. 
1998], even the minimal hybrid language extended with the universal quantifier (i.e.. no 
nominals or © but just state variables and V) is undecidable. Moreover. V and © give 
us already the full expressive power of the one-free-variable fragment of first-order logic 
(see the end of Section 3.3). 

However, the V quantifier is historically important; it has been introduced on sev
eral occasions, for quite different purposes. The earliest treatments are probably those 
of [Prior, 1967, 1968], and [Bull, 1970]. About fifteen years later (and independently of 
Prior and Bull) Passy and Tinchev hybridized propositional dynamic logic with the help 
of V. They remark that the idea of V was suggested to them by Skordev (who in turn 
was inspired by certain investigations in recursion theory). The idea of binding variables 
to points underlies much current work on hybrid languages. The recent PhD thesis of 
Tzakova [1999a] explores very expressive hybrid languages with binding operators in 
detail, both axiomatically and by means of tableaux systems. 

The V quantifier is very "classical." If we think modally. and remember again that 
evaluation of modal formulas takes place at a given point, a different kind of binder is 
born. The | binder binds variables to points but. unlike V. it binds to the current point. 
In essence, it enables us to create a name for the here-and-now, and lets us refer to it 
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later in the formula. For example, if we now write 

v5 :=ly.Oy 

we have that M. m lh tp will force only the point m to be reflexive on R. The intuitive 
reading is quite straightforward: the formula says "call the actual point x and ensure 
that x is reachable.'' The difference between V and I is subtle, but important. V is global, 
as formulas containing V are not preserved under generated submodels [Blackburn and 
Seligman. 1998]. On the other hand. 1 is intrinsically local and, as we will show in 
Chapter 6 (Theorem 6.10) it characterizes the operation of taking generated submodels. 

Like V. the 1 binder has been independently invented on a number of occasions. For 
example, [Richards et al.. 1989] introduces 1 as part of an investigation into temporal se
mantics and temporal databases, [Sellink, 1994] uses it to aid reasoning about automata, 
and [Cresswell, 1990] uses it as part of his treatment of indexicality. Nonetheless, none 
of the systems just mentioned allows the free syntactic interplay of variables with the 
underlying propositional logic: that is. they make use of I, but in languages that aren't 
fully hybrid. The earliest paper to introduce it into a fully hybrid language seems to 
be [Goranko, 1994], While [Blackburn and Tzakova, 1998a, 1999; Tzakova, 1999a] are 
the basic references for J., an interesting discussion of this binder as part of a stronger 
system can be found in [Goranko. 1996]. 

Note that the <§ operator works in perfect coordination with | . Whereas 1 "stores" 
the current point (by binding a variable to it), @ enables us to "retrieve" the information 
stored by shifting the point of evaluation in the model. 

For an introduction to hybrid logics "for the broad audience." read [Blackburn, 
2000b]. You will enjoy it. 

3.2 Why Hybrid Logics? 

The question is ambiguous, as is usually the case in natural language. But two of the 
different possible interpretations deserve to be commented upon. 

First, why are these logics called hybrid? One explanation comes from Prior's work. 
Following McTaggart's [1908] analysis of time in terms of the A-series of past, present 
and future and the B-series of earlier and later, Prior discusses two logical systems: the 
U-calculus aims to capture the properties of the A-series and takes variables ranging over 
instants as primitive, while the T-calculus examines tenses and takes variables ranging 
over propositions. In Chapter V.6 of [Prior, 1967], he actually proposes a way to develop 
the U-calculus inside the T-calculus, and for this he allows the instant-variables to be 
used together with propositional symbols. He will call this step "the third grade of tense-
logical involvement" in [Prior. 1977. Chapter XI], where instant-variables are treated as 
representing (special) propositions. From this perspective, the terms hybrid applies to 
the "confusion" of terms (the variables over instants) with formulas (the proposition 
symbols). But a hybrid behavior also shows up in a different aspect of hybrid logics: 
the techniques used when dealing with hybrid languages are a true mixture of modal 
and first-order ideas, as we will see throughout the thesis. 

But probably more interesting is to wonder why hybrid logics are useful. We will 
answer this by example and discuss the connection between hybrid languages and many 
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other fields. In most cases, hybrid languages can be used to provide a flexible and 
effective background theory. 

Hybrid Logics and Proof Theory. One way to see why hybrid languages are proof-
theoretically natural, is to observe that nominals and @ can capture the main ideas of 
labeled deduction. In [Gabbay, 1996] the notation I: ip is introduced, where the meta
linguistic symbol: associates the meta-linguistic label / with the object language formula 
if. Labeled deduction proceeds by manipulating such labels to guide proof search. The 
first ideas concerning labeled deduction were probably introduced by Wadge [1975] in his 
system of natural deduction for the relational calculus. Hybrid languages "internalize" 
labeled deduction into the object language: nominals are essentially object-level labels, 
and the formula @;<̂  asserts in the object language what I : f asserts in the meta
language [Blackburn, 2000a]. 

Tzakova [1999b] presents a general approach to hybrid proof theory using Fitting-
style prefix calculi. When the underlying modal logic is temporal logic, even more 
flexibility is possible: [Demri, 1999] presents a sequent system for nominal tense logic 
without @ that has much in common with the @-based internalized labeled deductive 
systems. In a different line. Seligman's work [1991, 1997] deals with strong (V-based) 
systems, but many of the key ideas underlying hybrid deduction (in particular, the 
deductive significance of @) were first explored in these papers. 

Hybrid Logics and Model Theory. Hybrid logics have also a very well developed 
model theory. Part of this comes by inheritance from modal logics, but as we remarked 
above, it can amalgamate nicely with first-order ideas. One example is the "Henkin con
struction of canonical models" used in completeness proofs for hybrid languages [Passy 
and Tinchev, 1991; Blackburn and Tzakova. 1998a]. These techniques can be used to 
establish general results, like automatic completeness for pure formulas [Blackburn and 
Tzakova, 1999], or the general interpolation results we prove in Section 6.2. 

Hybrid Logics and Temporal Logic. As indicated in the work of Prior and Bull, 
hybrid languages allow us to make explicit references to specific times (days, dates, years, 
etc.), and also to cope with temporal indexicals (such as yesterday, today, tomorrow and 
now). In addition, they can define many temporally relevant frame properties (such as 
irreflexivity, asymmetry and trichotomy) that ordinary modal languages cannot express. 
Furthermore, when nominals and @ are added to interval-based logic, the result is a 
Holds(f, tp)-driven interval logic in the style of those introduced into AI by James Allen 
[1984], with @ playing the role of Holds (see [Areces et al, 2000a]). Because hybrid 
logics make temporal reference possible, they remove the most serious obstacle to a 
modal analysis of temporal representation and reasoning. Nominal tense logics have 
been studied in detail in [Blackburn. 1990]. 

Hybrid Logics and PDL. Hybrid languages where rediscovered many years after 
the work of Prior and Bull by a group of logicians at the Sofia University in Bulgaria. 
Gargov, Passy and Tinchev were interested on neat axiomatizations of operations in 
PDL. and they realized that while certain operations like for example the union of 
programs were easy to capture ((aU0)p «-• {a)pV{0)p). a simple axiomatization of others 
like intersection or complement called for extra expressive power. In [1985a], Passy and 
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Tinchev show that the addition of nominals is enough to provide succinct and very 
natural characterization of these operations. The addition of other kind of "constants" to 
the language permits the representation of notions like determinism and looping [Gargov 
and Passy, 1988]. In addition, the work of the Sofia school showed how nominals could 
also be used to simplify the construction of models during completeness proof [Passy and 
Tinchev, 1985b]. See [Passy and Tinchev, 1991] for an excellent overview on combinatory 
dynamic logics. 

Hybrid Logics and Natural Language. Hybrid languages are also a powerful re
source for studying indexicality in natural language, as an alternative to the more clas
sical use of multi-dimensional modal logic. In the multi-dimensional modal approach, 
formulas are evaluated at sequences of points, where one point of the sequence is thought 
of as the point of evaluation, while the others are used as memory locations to store 
references [Kamp, 1971: Vlach. 1973: Gabbay. 1976: Cresswell. 1990. 1996]. 

Hybrid languages move multi-dimensional logic's sequence of evaluation points from 
the meta-language to the object language, with hybrid variables acting as names for 
indices. See [Blackburn, 1994] for a very clear exposition. Moreover, when equipped 
with the @ operator, hybrid languages offer the 'de-scoping' behavior typical of such 
multi-dimensional operators as here and there. There are also links between hybrid 
logic and mathematical aspects of multi-dimensional modal logic, particularly the multi
dimensional modal perspective on cylindric algebra (cf. [Marx and Venema, 1997]). As 
we will see in Definition 3.3, 4- and @ can be considered as explicit substitution devices. 

Hybrid Logics and Feature Logic. The mechanisms underlying PATR-II and other 
unification-based approaches to grammar are based on the use of attribute value matrices 
(AVMs) with "tags" to indicate re-entrance of feature structures [Rounds, 1997]. Given 
the tight connection between AVMs and deterministic multi-modal logic half of the 
work is done. In addition it is easy to account for re-entrance in the setting of hybrid 
logic: "tags'" are simply nominals. The hybrid approach to feature logic differs from 
that taken in Kasper-Rounds logic in a number of respects. Kasper-Rounds logic is 
essentially a fragment of deterministic propositional dynamic logic with intersection, 
encoding re-entrance in a less direct way than nominals. See [Blackburn and Spaan. 
1993: Blackburn. 1993: Reape. 1994], 

Hybrid Logics and Information Systems. Nominals have turned up in yet another 
setting, namely the Polish tradition of modal logics for information systems initiated 
by Pawlak (see [Orlowska. 1997]). Themes in this tradition include the development 
of modal logics of similarity (or relative similarity) and there are strong links with the 
tradition of rough-set theory. Konikowska [1997] has introduced nominals to such logics. 
Her work is motivated primarily by proof-theoretical considerations: the ability to name 
states leads to smoother and more intuitive proof systems. 

3.3 Hybrid Details 

We are now about to start our formal work on hybrid logics. As we did with description 
logics, it is best if we introduce some standard notation to name the different languages 
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we will be dealing with. 
The basic hybrid language is Tin. basic modal logic extended with nominals. We 

will also consider the extension which adds state variables in addition to nominals and 
we will call this system Hs. Further extensions will be named by listing the added 
operators. The most expressive system we will discuss is 'Hs((R'1), E, @,i), the hybrid 
temporal system extended with the converse (past) and existential modalities, the a 
operator and the I binder. 

The full "HS((A-1):E. S.J.) language is too expressive for our purposes as already 
•HS(E.|) can define the V quantifier: let A be the dual of E (i.e., A^ o ->E-«p), then 
Vx.ip := ly.Alx.A(y —>• y) for y a variable not occurring in ip. By the way, %s(E, I) can 
also define the past operator: {R'l)^> •= iy.E(0(^p A y)) for y a variable not occurring 
in tp. And @,̂  is equivalent to E(i A ip). In other words, W.s{{R~l), E, 'S, J.) is equivalent 
to %s(E, V) and hence too powerful for our enterprise. But we will explore many of its 
sublanguages in detail. 

DEFINITION 3.1. [Syntax] Let REL = {7?!, R2,...} be a countable set of relational sym
bols, PROP = {pi,P2 } a countable set of •pro-positional variables, NOM = {ii, i2,...} a 
countable set of nominals, and SVAR = {xi,x2 } a countable set of state variables. We 
assume that these sets are pairwise disjoint. We call SSYM = NOMuSVAR the set of state 
symbols, and ATOM = PROPuNOM USVAR the set of atoms. The well-formed formulas 
of the hybrid language Hs((-R

_1), E, @, | ) in the signature (REL, PROP, NOM, SVAR) are 

FORMS := T | a | -.9? ] ip% A <p2 I (R)*P I (R'1)? I EV I @s<£ I ix-f, 

where a e ATOM, x G SVAR. s e SSYM. R e REL and ip,(pi,tp2 e FORMS. For T C 
FORMS, PROP(T). NOM(T) and SVAR(T) denote, respectively, the set of propositional 
variables, nominals, and state variables which occur in formulas in T. 

Note that all types of atomic symbol (i.e.. proposition symbols, nominals and state 
variables) are formulas. Further, note that the above syntax is simply that of ordinary 
(multi-modal) propositional temporal logic extended with clauses for Eip, @s<̂  and lxj.<p. 
Finally, the difference between nominals and state variables is simply this: nominals 
cannot be bound by | . whereas state variables can. 

The notions of free and bound state variable are defined as in first-order logic, with | 
as the only binding operator. Similarly, other syntactic notions (such as substitution, and 
of a state symbol t being substitutable for x in ip) are defined just like the corresponding 
notions in first-order logic. A sentence is a formula containing no free state variables. 
Furthermore, a formula is pure if it contains no propositional variables, and nominal-free 
if it contains no nominals. Xow for the semantics, in the rest of the chapter we assume 
fixed a signature (REL. PROP. NOM. SVAR). 

DEFINITION 3.2. [Semantics] A (hybrid) model M is a triple M = (M.{Ri}.V) such 
that M is a non-empty set. {/?,} is a set of binary relations on M. and V : PROP U 
NOM -> Pow(M) is such that for all nominals i G NOM. V(i) is a singleton subset of 
M. We usually call the elements of M states or worlds, Ri the accessibility relations. 
and V the valuation. 
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An assignment g for M is a mapping g : SVAR —> M. Given an assignment g. we 
define gx

m (an x-variant of g) by gx
m{x) = m and gx

m{y) = g{y) for ,r ^ y. 
Let .Vf = (M, {Ri}, V) be a model, m G M, and g an assignment. For any atom a. 

let [V,<7](a) = {g{a)} if a is a state variable, and V(a) otherwise. Then the satisfiability 
relation is defined as follows 

M,g,m Ih T 
Ai, g,m lh a 

Ai,g, m II—up 
M.g.rn Ih ^ A ip2 

M , g , m lh (i?)<p 
AL.^ .mlh ( i T 1 ) ^ 

M,g,m lh E(/J 

M.g,m lh @s<p 
Ai, g,m lh Lz.y 

iff 
iff 
iff 
iff 
iff 
iff 
iff 
iff 

always 
m e [V,g](a), a G ATOM 
M,g,m 1/ p 
AT (7, m lh <pi and AT 5, m lh ip2 

3m'.(R(m, m') & M,g, m' lh 1/5) 
3m'.(i?(m',m) & M,g,m'\\-<p) 
3m'.(M, g, m' lh ip) 
M,g,m' lh p, where [V,g](s) = {m1}, 
M.gx

m,m\V ip. 
s e SSYM 

If M and g are understood from the context, we simply write m lh ip for M,g, m Ih yj. 
We write M.g lh I/J iff for all m e M, M,g,m lh 9: and M lh (̂  iff for all g, M.g lh ip. 
These notions extend to sets of formulas in the standard way. 

A formula ip is satisfiable if there is a model M, an assignment g on M, and a 
world m G M such that M.g.rn W p. A formula p is valid if for all models M, 
M \\- ip. A formula ip is a /oca/ consequence of a set of formulas T if for all models Ai, 
valuations g, and points m £ M, Ai,g,rn lh T implies A^, <?, m lh ip. A formula ip is a 
global consequence of a set of formulas T if for all models Ai, M lh T implies A'f lh ip. 
We denote local consequence by T |='°'j ^ and global consequence by T \="'" ip. As in 
ordinary prepositional modal logic, local consequence is strictly stronger than global 
consequence. When T is the empty set {} \="1" ip iff {} \='"r ip, and we will write |= 9. 

The first six clauses in the definition of the satisfiability relation define essentially the 
standard Kripke satisfiability relation for prepositional temporal logic; the only differ
ence is that whereas the standard definition relativizes semantic evaluation to worlds m, 
we relativize to variable assignments g as well. 

Note that the clause for atoms covers all types of atomic symbols (prepositional 
variables, nominals, and state variables) and that given any model AI and assignment 
g. any state symbol (whether it is a nominal or a state variable) will be forced at a 
unique world. As promised, { binds state variables to the state where evaluation is 
being performed (the current world), and @s shifts evaluation to the state named by s. 

Just as in first-order logic, if tp is a sentence it is irrelevant which assignment g is 
used to perform evaluation: Ai, g, m lh p for som,e assignment g iff A4,g. m lh p for all 
assignments g. Hence for sentences the relativization to assignments of the satisfiability 
relation can be dropped, and we simply write Ai,m lh ip instead of A4,g, m lh tp. In 
particular, this is always the case in languages with no state variables, like for example 
Tin. In these cases we completely forget about assignments. 

Notice that we have introduced, in one sweep, the syntax and semantics of all sub
languages of TisdR^1). E, @,i). Among the different sublanguages, Hs(@,i) will play 
a special role, as one of the best behaved systems. It is also a prime example of the 
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hybrid ideas at work, as it includes nominals, the satisfiability operator @ and the local 
binder 4-- We will take this language as our central system, and study extensions and 
restrictions as variations on a theme. 

3.3.1 Translations 

Perhaps the best way to get the feeling of hybrid languages is to see what they have to 
offer in terms of new fragments of first-order logic, reachable by translation. We will 
take special care in this case, because we will use the basic results presented in this 
section in our characterizations of Chapter 6. 

We focus on two kinds of signature for first-order logic with equality. First we have 
(multi) modal signatures (familiar from correspondence theory [van Benthem, 1983]) 
which consist of binary predicates Ri, countably many unary predicates, and no function 
or constant symbols. Thus, a modal signature has the form {{Ri} U UREL, {}, {}, VAR). 
A hybrid signature is an expansion of the modal signature with countably many constant 
symbols ({Ri} U UREL, {}, CONS, VAR). 

Any hybrid model M = (M, {R,}, V) can be regarded as a first-order model over the 
hybrid signature, for the accessibility relations Ri can be used to interpret the binary 
predicates Ri, unary predicates can be interpreted by the subsets that V assigns to 
propositional variables, and constants can be interpreted by the worlds that nominals 
name. We let the context determine whether we are thinking of first-order or hybrid 
models, and continue to use the notation M = (M, {Ri}, V). 

We can extend the standard translation ST to %s((R~l), E, @, | ) , but we have to be 
careful now with which variables we will be using, and how we treat equality. 

D E F I N I T I O N 3.3. [Standard translation for %S((.R~1), E, @, 4-)] The mutually recursive 
functions STX and STV from the hybrid language TisüR'1), E, @,|) over (REL, PROP, 
NOM, SVAR) into first-order logic over the signature (RELU{Pj | p3 £ PROP}, {}, NOM, 
SVAR U {x, y}) are defined as follows 

STx(ij) = 

W j \Xj ) -
STx(Pj) --

STx(-^(p) -

5 T , ( ^ A V ) = 
STx{(R)ip) --

STX{{R~1)^) --
STx(E<p) = 

STx(@8<p) ~-
STx{\xj.ip) --

= (x = ij), ij € NOM 
= (x = Xj), Xj e SVAR 
= Pj[x), pj e PROP 
= -^STx(<p) 
-- STx(v)ASTx(4>) 
-- 3y.(R(x,y)ASTy(<p)) 
-- 3y.(R(y,x)ASTy(<p)) 
= 3y.STy(ip) 
= (STx(<p))[x/s] 
-- {STx(tp))[Xj/x] 

STyilj) ~-
STy(Xj) = 

STyipj) -~ 
STyi-V) ~-

STy(<p A i>) --

STy((R)<p) --
STydR-1)?) --

STy(E<p) --

STy(@s^) ~-
STyiiXj.ip) = 

= (y = ij), ij € NOM 
= (y = Xj), Xj e SVAR 
= Pj(y), Pj e PROP 
= -^STy{<p) 
-- STy(^) A STy(rl>) 
-- 3x.(R(y,x)ASTx(<p)) 

-- 3x.(R(x,y)ASTx(v)) 
= Ix.STxi^) 

-- {STy{y))[yls\ 
-- {STy(fp))[xi/y]. 

The role of nominals and state variables is clear from the translation. They offer us 
first-order equality, something which is outside the reach of basic modal languages. 
The "equality effect" of state symbols is strengthened by the effect of @. Notice that 
STx(@st) gives us s = t. i.e.. we can not only claim equality with the point of evaluation, 
but between any two named points in the model. 
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The translation above also highlights the interaction between § and 4-. The original 
translation in [Blackburn and Tzakova, 1998a] handles { as follows 

STx(lxj.ip) = 3xj.(x = XjASTx(ip)). 

Blackburn and Tzakova's translation makes the quantificational effect of 4- clear, but our 
translation draws attention to another perspective: in adding 4- and @ we have enriched 
the modal language with an explicit substitution operator. Such operators are used in 
the study of cylindric algebras, and were added to cylindric modal logic in [Venema, 
1994]. The link between 4- and explicit substitution can be made even more clear if 
we expand the first-order language with an explicit substitution operator (like slj in the 
theory of cylindric algebras) and adjust our definition of ST to take advantage of it. We 
do this as follows. Add the following clause to the grammar generating the first-order 
language: if tp is a formula, x is a variable and s is a variable or a constant, then Sfp 
is a formula. Interpret S* as follows: 

{ M \= <p[g] for x = s 

M \= A9g(s)\ f°r s a variable, x ƒ s 

M \= p[g*M] for s a constant. 

Clearly S*(p and </?[o;/s] are equivalent. This extension can be axiomatized by adding 
the formulas Sx(p o ip and Sftp -H- 3x.(x = s A tp) for x ^ s as axiom schemas, to a 
complete axiomatization of first-order logic with equality 

And now we can give transparent translations of ! and @: 

STx(ixrp) = Sx
x'STx(p) 

STx(@s<p) = S%STx(cp). 

Theorems like lv.@vp <->• \.v.p can be proved immediately in this way, for STx{\.vMv/p) 
= SZS%STx{<p), which is equivalent to Sv

xSTx{p), because S^S^ip = Sl
xS$p = S > . 

However we will stick to our original formulation of ST in what follows. 

PROPOSITION 3.4. [ST preserves truth] Let p be a hybrid formula, then for all hybrid 
models M. m 6 M and assignments g, M,g,m \\- p iff M \= ST^ip)^^]-

PROOF. A straightforward extension of the induction familiar from basic modal logic. 
The only new cases are STx(\.Xj.p) and STx(@sp). But, by its semantic definition. 
M,g,m lh ixj.tp iff M,gm-m lh ip, by induction hypothesis, iff .Vf != STx(p)[(gm)m]-
iff M \= (STx(p))[xj/x][g^\. The argument for STx{@,<p) is similar. QED 

Another way to understand how the new operators work is by example. 

EXAMPLE 3.5. Hs(@,i-) already offers us considerable expressive power over models. 
For example we can define the Until operator. Remember that m lh Until(v?, tp) if there 
is a successor ml of m where tp is true, and all intermediate states between m and ml 
satisfy tp. We define 

Until(^.v) := ix.(R)lyMx((R)(yA<p)A[R]((R)y->tP)). 
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That is, we name the current world x, use (R) to move to an accessible world which 
we name y, and then use @ to jump back to x. We then use the modalities to insist 
that <p holds at the world named y, and ip holds in all successors of x that precede this 
(/-labeled world. 

Another example is counting: | and @ are expressive enough to encode expressions 
of the form "there are at least n iï-successors satisfying tp." For n = 2 we write: 

^.{R)\.Xl.{tp A @X{R)\-X2.(tp A &x{R){Xl A - ^ 2 ) ) ) . 

But there is an obvious (and modally natural) limit to the expressive power of 1ts(©,\.): 
any nominal-free sentence is preserved under the formation of point-generated (or rooted) 
submodels. That is. if a sentence tp is satisfied at a world m in a model .Vf. and we form 
a submodel Mm by discarding from M all the worlds that are not reachable by making 
a finite (possibly empty) sequence of transitions from in. then Mm also satisfies tp at 
m. (The key point to observe is that in any subformula of tp of the form ©tip, t must 
be a state variable bound by some previous occurrence of J,. As J. binds to the current 
world, t is bound to some world in the submodel generated by m, thus tp is unaffected 
by the restriction to Mm.) That is, 'Hs(@1l) is genuinely local: only worlds reachable 
from named points are relevant to semantic evaluation. In Chapter 6 we will return to 
this observation, show that we have not merely preservation but invariance, and that it 
characterizes the expressivity of %s(@:4) (see Theorem 6.10). The result can easily be 
generalized to 'Hs({R^1), @,l) as we discuss in Section 6.1.5, and in this language we 
can actually do without @. 

To end this section, we make explicit our previous informal remark that V is too ex
pressive for our purposes. We will show that Hs{@,V) gives us already full first-order 
expressivity. Consider the following translation from a first-order language with identity 
(over a hybrid signature) into "Hs(®i V): 

HTiRi&s1)) = 
HT(P3(s)) = 

HT(s = s') = 
HT^tp) = 

HT{<pAip) = 
HT(3x.ip) = 

We have to prove that the translation preserves satisfiability. We first establish the 
following proposition: 

P R O P O S I T I O N 3.6. Let f be a hybrid formula obtained from formulas whose main op
erator is @ by use of -i, A and 3. Then for any model M, any assignment g. and 
m, m' € M 

M,g,m lh p iff M.g.m' lh tp. 

P R O O F . The base case is simple, let tp = @sip, and let sM be the denotation of s in M. 
Then. M,g,m\\-@sip iff M.,g,sM lh ip iff M,g, m' lh @sip. 

The Booleans are trivial, and for tp = 3x.ip reason as follows. M.g.m lh 3a:.^ 
iff M.g'.rn lh iv for g' an x-variant of g. By induction hypothesis. M.,g',m lh ip iff 
M..g',m'\\-ip, iS M.g.m'^ 3x.ip. QED 

@ss' 
-,HT(tp) 
HT(tp) A HT(ip) 
3x.HT(f). 
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The following result is now straightforward. 

P R O P O S I T I O N 3.7. Let ••$ be a first-order formula in the hybrid signature. Then for every 
model M and any assignment g, M \= <p[g\ iff M,g \\~ HT(ip). 

P R O O F . The proof is by induction on the complexity of tp. We only provide some of 
the cases. Notice first that given Proposition 3.6. it doesn't matter in which state of M 
we evaluate HT((p). Suppose tp = Ri(s, t). and let sM, tM be the denotations of s and t 
in M. Then M \= R^s.t) iff {sM,tM) G Rt. But M,g\r &s(R,)t \ïï M,g,sM IF (R,)t. 
iff there is an i?rsuccessor of sM satisfying t. Hence. M.g IF @s(Ri)t iff tM is an R-
successor of sM. For ip — 3x.ip, the result is also straightforward. M f= 3£-<£>[g] iff 
M F-= ip[g'] for g' some x-variant of g. By induction hypothesis, iff M.g' IF HT{ip). iff 
M,g\\-3x.HT(ip). QED 

3.4 Axiomatizations 

'Ws(;Q,4) is also very expressive with respect to frames. We first need to define this 
notion and what do we mean by a formula defining a property of frames. 

D E F I N I T I O N 3.8. A frame is a model without a valuation, i.e., a tuple T = (M, {Ri}). 
A formula ip is valid on a frame T — (M. {/?,}) if for every valuation V on T, every 
assignment g on T. and every m G M. {T,V).g.m lh ip. A formula is valid on a 
class of frames F if it is valid on every frame T in F. A formula <p defines a class of 
frames if it is valid on precisely the frames in F, and it defines a property of frames (for 
example, transitivity of the accessibility relation) if it defines the class of frames with 
that property. 

In what follows we will mainly discuss mono-modal Tisi^ji) for simplicity. 

E X A M P L E 3.9. Many properties are definable using pure, nominal-free, sentences: 

Ix.O-ix i —¥ - I O Ï Irreflexivity 

J,j-.DD-ix i —¥ -iOOi Asymmetry 

^ r . D ( O i —> x) i —¥ •(<>?' —¥ i) Antisymmetry 

lx.niyMxOOy Oi -*• OOi Density 

lx.nniyMxOy OOi -> Oi Transitivity 

With the exception of transitivity and density, none of these properties are definable in 
ordinary modal logic. In Section 6.1.4 we will exactly characterize the classes of frames 
that pure, nominal-free sentences can define. 

[Tzakova, 1999a] provides the following complete axiom system for Hs(<&,i). 

D E F I N I T I O N 3.10. [Axiomatization] Let <p, ip be formulas, v a metavariable over state 
variables, c a metavariable over nominals, and s, t metavariables over state symbols. The 
hybrid logic K[%s(@i4-)] is the smallest subset of formulas in %s(@i-l-) containing all 
instances of propositional logic tautologies, all instances of the following axiom schemas, 
and closed under the following deduction rules 
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MP h ^ - • 1p, hip =>• hip 
K n(y> -> ^ ) ->• (D^J - • arp) 

Q l 4-u-(v —^ V') —• (v3 ~~̂  -J-f-VOi V without free occurrences of u 
Q2 ~U'.<P -> (s —> I/J[U/S]), s subst i tutable for v in ip 
Q3 |t>.(i> -»• ^ ) - » |ti.(/p 

Self Dual). \.v.ip t+ -4*/.-i^> 
N ; hip =*> hj.v.<p 
K a @s(</> -4 V) -> (@sip -> @SV) 
Self Dual® @ s ^ f-> —i@s—iyj 
E l i m e (s A @sip) -> v? 
Label @ss 
Scope @(@s<£ -> @s<£ 
N@ hip => h@s¥P 

M a @ s^ -> ü@sV3 

Naming h<p -» ->c => hip -» 1, c £ NOM(ip) 
Paste hip -> @sD(j/) -4 ->c) =*- hip -» @sa(?/> -> _L), s 0 NOM({yp, V>,c}). 

The completeness result proved in [Blackburn and Tzakova. 1999; Tzakova, 1999a] is 
very general: not only does this axiomatization generate all valid formulas, but it auto
matically extends to many stronger logics. The relevant theorems read as follows. Let a 
pure schema be a pure formula where we uniformly replace all occurrences of free state 
variables and nominals by metavariables over state symbols, and bound variables by 
metavariables over state variables. 

T H E O R E M 3.11. [Tzakova, 1999a, Theorems 67 and 68] 

i. Let S be a set of pure sentences in 'Hs{@,i), and let S be the extension of the 
logic K.[Hs(@,i)] obtained by adding S as axioms. Then, every S-consistent set of 
formulas in Ws(§, I) is satisfiable in a countable hybrid model, based on a frame 
that validates every formula in S. 

ii. Let S be a set of pure schemas in %s(@,,L), and ^ S be the extension of the logic 
K['Hs(@, 4-)] obtained by adding all instances of the schemas in S as axioms. Then, 
every S-consistent set of formulas in fls{@,-\.) is satisfiable in a countable hybrid 
model, based on a frame that validates every formula in S. 

Again, the characterization results in Chapter 6 will exactly delineate the boundaries of 
these general completeness results. 

3.5 Bisimulations 

The notion of bisimulation is a crucial tool in modern modal model theory. Recall that 
for basic modal logics, bisimulations are non-empty binary relations linking the domains 
of models, with the restriction that only worlds with identical atomic information and 
matching accessibility relations are connected (see [van Benthem, 1983, Definition 3.7] 
where bisimulations are called p-relations). Formally, 
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DEFINITION 3.12. [Bisimulation] Let M = (M. RM. VM) and M= (N. R*, VjV) be two 
(modal) models. A non-empty binary relation ~ on .1/ x N is a bisimulation between 
M and M if the following clauses hold 

(prop) If m ~ n, then m e VM(p) iff n e VM(p), for p e PROP. 
(forth) If m ~ ra and RM(m. ml), then 3»' <E .V such that i?A'(n, n') and m' ~ n'. 
(back) A similar condition from A' to M. 

We will write M ~ M if there is a bisimulation between M and A/", and we will call m 
and n bisimilar if m ~ n holds. 

Bisimulations are the key to understanding modal expressive power, because bisimilar 
states satisfy the same basic modal formulas. I.e., bisimulations are to modal languages 
what partial isomorphisms are to first-order logic (see Definition 1.6). In the case of 
hybrid languages, the connection between bisimulations and partial isomorphisms will 
be even stronger (see Proposition 6.8). 

We already discussed the fact that hybrid languages seem to blend nicely with first-
order notions, and we will investigate the strong connection between hybrid bisimulations 
and fc-back-and-forth systems (Definition 1.8) in Section 6.1. Now, if we want to extend 
the notion of bisimulation to Hs(@,^), we need to take care of assignments to state 
variables. To this end, hybrid bisimulations will not simply link worlds, rather they 
will link pairs (fh,m), where m is a world and m is a partial assignment. We start by 
defining fc-seq-bisimulations, which are the correct notion of bisimulation for formulas 
f such that SVAR(</9) C [xi,... , a^}. 

DEFINITION 3.13. [fc-seq-bisimulation] Let M and JV be two hybrid models. Let ~ be a 
binary relation between kMxM and kNxN. So ~ relates tuples {(mi,... , mit),m) with 
tuples ((ni, . . . , rik), n)- We write these tuples as (fh, m). Note that fh can be seen as 
an assignment over (x\,... ,Xk)- A non-empty relation ~ is called a k-seq-bisimulation 
if it satisfies the following properties: 

(prop) If (fh, m) ~ (n, n), then m € VM(a) iff n G VM(a), for a e PROP U NOM. 
(var) If (fh, m) ~ (ft, n), then for j < k, rrij = m iff rij = n. 
(forth) If (fh, m) ~ (n, n) and RM(m. m'), then there exists n' € N such that Rr(n, n') 

and (fh,m') ~ (n,n'). 
(back) A similar condition from M to M. 
(@) If (fh,m) ~ (n,n), then for every nominal i e NOM, if m' € VM(i) and 

n' £ V^(i) then (fh, m') ~ (n, n'), and for j < k, (fh, rrij) ~ (n, rij). 
(4,) If (fh, m) ~ (n, n), then for j < k. (mil, m) ~ (n%',n). 

Since | and @ are self-dual, we can collapse the back and forth clauses for these operators 
into one. We write M ~ M if there exists a A;-seq-bisimulation between the two models. 
To extend the notion to the full language we need to add only one further condition. 

DEFINITION 3.14. [w-seq-bisimulation] Let M and Af be two hybrid models. An uj-seq-
bisimulation between M and M is a non-empty family of /c-seq-bisimulations satisfying 
the following storage rule: 
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(sto) If (m, m) ~ (n, n), then (m * m, m) ~' (n * n, n). 

Here and elsewhere, m * m denotes the tuple obtained from concatenating m and m. 
Let rh (n) be a *A/-tuple (A'A"-tuple). Then (M.fh) ~ (.V. n) means that there exists 
an cj-seq-bisimulation between M and M such that (m, m(0)) ~ (n, n(0)). 

Some remarks. First, k- and w-seq-bisimulations can be restricted to a given set 
of propositional variables and nominals PROP U NOM by restricting (prop) and (@) 
accordingly. Second, the modular character of the definition of bisimulation will lead to 
results for reducts and extensions of Hs{@,i) as well. For instance, if we delete J. from 
the language, we just delete the (!.) clause from the definition of bisimulation and we 
obtain the appropriate notion for Hs(&)- Of course, if we also delete the variables from 
the language and we move to HN(@), we don't need the assignment tuples anymore, 
and the bisimulation becomes just a relation between worlds, as usual. Then for TiN. 
the standard definition of bisimulation applies (the condition (prop) takes care of the 
nominals). If we add @ to this language, we just have to add the following clause 

(@') For all nominals i. if VM{i) = {m} and VM{i) = {n}. then m ~ n. 

Finally, if we add the past operator (i?_1). we need (back - 1 ) and (forth - 1) conditions 
defined over the converse of the accessibility relation, and to account for E we ask for 
the bisimulation to be a total and surjective relation. In all cases, the extension to 
many modalities amounts to requiring the (back) and (forth) conditions (and their _ 1 

versions if (R^1) is present) of each of the accessibility relations. 
An important fact about bisimulations is that they preserve truth: 

PROPOSITION 3.15. 

i. If M ~ M, with ~ over a given set PROP U NOM. then for all formulas ip £ 
Hs{@,i) over the signature (REL,PROP,NOM,{xu... ,xk}), (m,m) ~ (n,n) im
plies M, fh,m\\- Lp «=> TV, n, n \V ip. 

n. If (M, m) ~ (Af, n), with ~ over a given set PROP U NOM, then for all sentences 
pe Hs(@,i) over (REL, PROP, NOM, SVAR). M, m Ih p ^ TV, n lh <p. 

PROOF. 

i) By a straightforward inductive argument. 
ii) Let (M, m) ~ (A/-, n) and let <p be a hybrid sentence. Then it contains variables 

(after renaming) say {xi,... ,xk}. We have {(m),m) ~ ((n),n), so k - 1 applications 
of the storage rule give us (fh, m) ~ (n, n), where m is a A:-tuple consisting of m's and 
similarly for n. But then, by i), M.m.m lh p O Ar.n,n lh ip, whence since ip is a 
sentence M. m lh tp •<=?• M. n lh <p. QED 

Preservation results for all the different sublanguages and extensions can be given by 
using the adequate notion of bisimulation. We will discuss more in detail some particular 
cases in Chapters 4 and 6. 


